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Abstract: Mechanical models of a chain drive system are proposed and applied to the theoretical analysis of chain drive system of a certain type of heavy duty apron feeder in mobile crushing station, including a five-bar model discussing the speed fluctuation problems of the chain drive system, an elastic collision model probing the effects of impulsive loads and a model of meshing area revealing the stress of chain links. Theoretical analysis indicates that the teeth number and sprocket pitch have the most influential effect on the vibration in the conveying direction; external impulsive loads are caused a significant increment of chain force, especially when loads caused by large materials; the initial pressure angle affects the roller chain stress conditions immensely. Then, multi-body dynamics models are established for the verification of theoretical results and dynamic simulation. Simulation results are in good agreement with the theoretical results and illustrate that impulsive loads affect chain tension significantly.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The apron feeder, an essential part of mobile crushing station, typically adopts chain drive system to offer transmission. As an executive component, the chain drive system is prone to encounter fatigue and vibration damage [1].

In recent years, scholars have conducted a wide range of studies on chain drive and made progress in many fields. In [2], the empirical formula of right-side stress is proposed through a series of experiments. In [3], taking the elastic deformation and dead load of chain roller into account, the mechanical model is built on the basis of the standard tooth profile, and the dead load of tension distribution curve is calculated through Newton-Raphson method. In [4], the multi-body dynamics models of chain drive in large commercial diesel engine are established for analysis and prove that the model with a real tooth profile proves superior to the one with a circular profile. The impulsive load calculation formula for chain drive system is derived in [5], and indicates that the impulsive force between rollers and sprocket tooth is a periodic pulse force which is prone to cause the fatigue failure of rollers. In [6], the paper regards the roller chain as a rigid polygon and reveals some certain reasons that cause the locking phenomenon.

In summary, the existing references comprehensively involve the analyses of dynamics, the load distribution the meshing impact, the polygonal action and the method of reducing the vibration. However, few researchers specifically explain the relationship between design parameters and the speed fluctuation of roller chain, and there are scarce analyses which are carried out in the case of low speed and heavy intermittent external impulsive load. Therefore, this paper, concentrating on the typical working condition of mobile crushing station, conducts an array of theoretical analyses and contrasts analytical results with simulation ones. These works strive to provide support in the design of chain drive system in a heavy duty apron feeder of mobile crushing station.

2. THE THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

An apron feeder bears huge loads in work conditions, and any speed fluctuation may cause immense impact loads and the damage of roller and sprocket. This section only focuses on the speed fluctuation originating from the polygonal action and through an equivalent model to analyze factors causing speed fluctuation. In this section, the chain drive system as a rigid body system is treated as rigid system.

2.1. The Analysis of Speed Fluctuation

An apron feeder bears huge loads in work conditions, and any speed fluctuation may cause immense impact loads and the damage of roller and sprocket. This section only focuses on the speed fluctuation originated from the polygonal action and analyzes factors resulted in speed fluctuation through an equivalent model. In this section, the chain drive system as a rigid body system is treated as a rigid system.

As indicated in Fig. (1), the right polygon represents driving sprocket. The part 2 in this figure represents the tight-side chain, and all of chain links in this part move in the same way. At any time, there is a segment of chain links that is entering the meshing area (i.e. part 1), meanwhile there is another segment of chain links leaving the meshing...
area (i.e. part 3). All the links in a certain part have the similar law of movement, so these chain links are divided into three independent parts.

Fig. (1). Model of driving chain system.

Fig. (2). Five-bar model.

Then, the chain drive system is made equivalent to a five-bar model, as shown in the Fig. (2). Point F and point C represent the leftmost roller of part 3 and the rightmost roller of part 1 respectively. As these two rollers are actually located in the meshing area, the distances from the two points to their respective centers of sprocket are equal to the pitch radius of sprocket (R). The connecting rod ED represents the part 2. The connecting rod BC revolves around the point B. With researching in a certain meshing cycle, the motion characteristics of ED can be recorded entirely. Through resolving the speed vector, the speed of ED \( V_D \) is given by

\[
V_D = \omega R \left[ \cos \alpha + \frac{R(1 - \cos \alpha)}{\sqrt{P^2 - R^2(1 - \cos \alpha)^2}} \right].
\]  

(1)

According to the above derivation, the speed of chain links in tight-side only relates to Rand P (sprocket pitch). The sprocket pitch \( P=0.2 \)m, sprocket rotational speed \( \omega=0.5 \)rad/s. As shown in Fig. (3), the 6 curves illustrated the change law of chain links speed, representing the situations of 6 different numbers of teeth (Z) respectively. \( Z=9,11,13,15,17,19 \) (Different situations are listed for comparison but Z=13 in this paper.). According to the results, the number of teeth aggravates the fluctuation, and the speed of chain links in tight-side decreases at the beginning and then rises sharply in a cycle.

Fig. (3). The chain link speed.

2.2. The Effect of Impulsive Loads

In the actual work process, a roller chain needs to overcome the dead weight of materials, the friction force between apron and materials and the impulsive loads from falling materials. In general, the force on chain drive system can be divided into two parts, the one is a static tension during apron feeder working stably and the other is an additional resistance resulted from impulsive load of materials. This section puts emphasis on the research on the effect of impulsive load.

Although there is compression of rollers, the elongation of chain links is far more than the compression (see [9]). Thus, the compression of roller is neglected in the following model, which only takes the clearance of radius of roller and tooth space and the elongation of chain links into consideration.

Fig. (4). Collision model.

The falling materials can be divided into bulk materials and large ones. Typically, the impulsive loads of the former can be calculated by empirical formula. To obtain the impulsive force that stems from falling large materials, in this paper, the apron feeder is made equivalent to an elastic collision model (see Fig. 4). The falling material is mass
block $m_1$, and the equivalent mass of apron feeder is $m_2$. The equivalent stiffness of feeder is $k$. The coefficient of friction between roller chain and supporting roller is nearly 0.28. Through deriving, the tractive resistance on each chain links is given by

$$F_i = 0.28 \times F_i = 0.28 \times (F_L + F_S) = 0.28 \left[ \frac{(1+\varepsilon)m_1\sqrt{2ghm,k}}{m_1 + m_2} + 1.225Q\sqrt{h} \right], \quad (2)$$

where $F_i$ is the resultant force on the apron feeder, $F_L$ and $F_S$ are the impulsive force caused by large and bulk materials, $\varepsilon$ is the ratio of impulse and $Q$ is the flow rate of bulk materials.

When an apron feeder works stably, the roller chain bears the static tension $F_i$ (Process of derivation is omitted in this paper.). According to the design parameters of mobile crushing station, the volume of a shovel of materials is nearly $25m^3$, and the maximum diameter of large materials is in the vicinity of 1.5m. Then, the chain link tension can be calculated (see Table 1).

**Table 1. The Calculated Result of Chain Links Tension**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Working Condition of Apron Feeder</th>
<th>Tension on the Chain Link [KN]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stable work condition ($F_i$)</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impulsive work condition ($F_i + F_S$)</td>
<td>1020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to calculated results, the tension when impulsive loads exist is more than twice the results in stable situation. The impulsive loads originate from two parts, large materials ($F_L = 2109KN$) and bulk materials ($F_S = 189KN$). Therefore, the impulsive loads should be taken into account in the design process, especially the significant effect of large materials.

**2.3. The Mechanics Model of Meshing Area**

The sprocket teeth and chain links in meshing area, working in harsh stress condition, contribute to transmit torque, so the research on this area is necessary. The radius of roller is slightly less than the radius of tooth space (see [7]). Apart from that, the tension between chain links will stretch the pin link plate and lead to the elongation of chain links. The elongation of chain links is far more than the compression which is neglected in this paper (see [8]).

Each center of roller in the meshing area lies in an arc orbit whose the center coincides with the center of tooth space, and the radius of the arc is \( \Delta r = r - d_i / 2 \) where \( d_i \) is the diameter of roller and \( r \) is the radius of tooth space. Taking two adjacent chain links in meshing area as objects (See Fig. 5), the two circles represent the orbits of centers of two rollers, whose radius is \( \Delta r \). \( T_{i-1} \) and \( T_i \) is the tension on the first \( i \)-th and the first \( i \) chain link respectively. The engaging force of the first \( i \) chain link is \( F_{si} \), and \( \theta_i \) is the included angle of \( F_{si} \) and \( T_{i-1} \). \( \theta_i \) and \( \theta_{i-1} \) are the pressure angles, and \( \Delta \theta_i \) is the increment of pressure angle on the first \( i \) roller. The elongation is the quotient of the force in the direction of elongation and the stiffness of chain links, and the coefficient of proportionality is \( K \). Through the derivation, \( T_{i-1} \) is given by

$$T_{i-1} / K = 2\Delta r \sin(\Delta \theta_i / 2)\sin(\theta_i + \Delta \theta / 2). \quad (3)$$

If \( T_{i-1} \) and \( \theta_{i-1} \) are known, \( \Delta \theta_i \) can be calculated by Eq. 3. Then, other results can be obtained. The pressure angle of the first roller meshed driving sprocket is defined as initial pressure angle, and this section mainly focus on the effect of initial pressure angle.

The position of rollers with different serial number is illustrated in Fig. (6). Correspondingly, pressure angles of different rollers in each situation of initial pressure angle are shown in the Fig. (7). In general, less pressure angle contribute towards the more transmission of torque. According to this line graph, rollers with smaller serial numbers are closer to tight-side chain, and their pressure
angle are less as well, which means that, in meshing area, those rollers near tight-side chain play more important role in transmitting torque. Also, the tension of chain links and the interaction force between rollers and sprocket are illustrated in Figs. (8, 9) indicates that larger initial pressure angle exacerbates the stress condition of chain links and sprocket.

3. VERIFICATION & DYNAMIC SIMULATION

For further the research on the dynamic characteristics of chain drive system in apron feeder, this section built three-dimensional assembly model of chain drive system for simulation in the multi-body dynamics software RecurDyn, aiming to verify the theoretical derivation and analytical results.

3.1. Verification of the Speed Fluctuation Formula

As the five-bar model for researching speed fluctuation in 2.1 is an ideal model based on a series of hypothesis, which may differ from the real situation in some extent, this paper strives to verify the accuracy of theoretical analysis through multi-body dynamics simulation.

The speed of the horizontal chain in five-bar model is associated with the movement of driving sprocket instead of driven sprocket. As a result, it is not necessary to establish a whole assembly model of chain drive system. The parameters of chain drive system model for simulation are the same as the ones mentioned in the above paragraphs.

As shown in Fig. (10), to keep the tension in tight-side chain, the constant force $F = 150kN$ is attached in the right side of tight-side chain. Unlike installing supporting rollers in a real chain drive system, a series of rollers for supporting will aggravate the burden on computing, so cuboids are used to support the tight-side chain rather than the real supporting roller, which actually works as guide rail primarily due to the tight layout of supporting rollers.

After the pre-processing of this model, several factors, including boundary conditions, driving force and other relationship between components, need to be set on the basis of real load and constraint conditions. Being endowed with certain flexibility, adjacent chain links hinge at each other and are restrained other five degrees of freedom. The kinematic pair for rotating is added to the center of driving sprocket. Due to the effect of supporting component, collisions are liable to occur between several rollers and supporting cuboids, both of which are solid model, so the relationship between chain links and supporting components should be defined as 'Solid Contact'.

According to the theoretical analysis, the cycle of speed changes of chain links is equal to the cycle of meshing, so the time span of simulation is set equal to a cycle of meshing (0.966s). During the process of simulation, recording the law of movement of a certain roller could reflect the kinetic characteristic of the whole tight-side chain.

The simulation results and analytical results are illustrated in the same figure (see Fig. 11), from which the curve of theoretical results is relatively smoother than simulation results. According to the process of simulation, the first area that oscillation occurred is caused by the collision contact between roller and sprocket space, such a collision last a period of time before the collision force reducing to a certain threshold. In the second half of meshing cycle, as the certain roller entering into the meshing area is
gradually getting rid of the effect of supporting components, it becomes unstable and affects chain links nearby. Then, such a change affects the roller under monitoring, so the oscillation occurred again.

3.2. Simulation of Meshing Area

In this section, to contrast the theoretical results with simulation, the assembly model of meshing area is built in RecurDyn (see Fig. 13).

The model added a tension $F_t = 150kN$ in the first chain link near the tight-side chain and attached a slight tension $F_s$ in the last chain link to avoid chain links falling. As the process is a static analysis, the center of sprocket is fixed to the ground.

Comparing with theoretical results, the simulation results of interaction forces of all the rollers are illustrated in the line graph, as shown in Fig. (14). The line of simulation results, overlapping with other lines drawn in some extent, is approximately located between the line that the initial pressure angle is $5^\circ$ and the line that the initial pressure angle is $15^\circ$. The analysis indicates that the simulation results coincide with the theoretical results in certain extent.

Similarly, comparing with theoretical results of chain link tensions (see Fig. 15), the line of simulation results is approximately located between the line that the initial...
pressure angle is 5° and the line that the initial pressure angle is 15°.

Fig. (14). Comparison of interaction force.

Fig. (15). Comparison of chain links tension.

In summary, the above comparison indicates that the simulation results coincide with the theoretical results in certain extent. So, the theoretical model could reflect the stress condition of meshing area, having some referenced meaning for the design of chain drive system.

3.3. The Dynamics Simulation

Through building the physical model of chain drive system, the multi-body simulation software transfers it into a mathematical model to solve and obtain the dynamic response characteristics. As the center distance of chain drive system is too much large (as long as 10m in length). Therefore, this paper diminishes the center distance to improve the calculating efficiency. The Fig. (16) shows the assembly model of chain drive system.

After pre-processing, the simplified entity components include 1 supporting board, 2 sprockets, 33 chain links. As the model is larger than previous ones, there are a great number of contact pairs, illustrating as Fig. (17). To solve the tension of chain links, ‘Bushing’ force unit in RecurDyn is used to link the adjacent chain links.

Fig. (16). Assembly model.

If external impulsive loads are neglected in the process of stable working condition, the torque on driving sprocket is approximately invariable. Through calculation, the circle force on single chain link is 1.5e5N, which can be transferred into resistance torque \( M_f = 6.62 \times 10^4 N\cdot m \). This paper takes intermittent impulsive loads in real working condition into account, adding an extra torque is given by

\[
M_{f1} = \mu \sum F_R
\]

\[
= 1.25 \times 10^5 N\cdot m ,
\]

where \( \mu \) is the friction coefficient between supporting components and roller chain, and \( \sum F \) is impact force exerted on roller chain vertically. According to statistics recorded in real work process of apron feeder, it typically takes 1s for a shovel of materials to falling from the beginning of contacting to completing the whole process. The transferred load torque is expressed as sine function (see the Fig. 18).

Following simulation results demonstrate the effect that external impulsive load has on driven sprocket rotational speed, chain tension, interaction force between rollers and driving sprocket.

Fig. (17). Contact pairs.
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Fig. (18). Load torque on driving sprocket.

Fig. (19). Rotation speed of the driven sprocket.

According to Fig. (19), the external impulsive load has little effect on driven sprocket speed and the average transmission ratio. So, the intermittent impulsive loads in the work process of apron feeder rarely affect the movement of driven sprocket.

Fig. (20). Tension in tight-side chain.

Fig. (21). Tension in meshing area.

For chain link in the tight-side chain (see Fig. 20), its tension rise correspondingly as the impulsive load exert on the apron feeder, increasing from approximately 150KN to 250KN, which indicates that the increment of load torque affects tight-side chain tension significantly. For the chain links in meshing area (see Fig. 21), its tension is affected by the impulsive load as well, but the rise of chain link tension in meshing area is relatively moderate than the sharp increase on tight-side chain links.

Fig. (22). Forces between roller and driving sprocket.

The change of interaction force between roller and driving sprocket is indicated in Fig. (22). When the impulsive load torque appears, the interaction force increases dramatically, and the interaction force peaks at the same time.

4. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The five-bar model is put forward to discuss reasons resulted in the speed fluctuation. The analytical results indicate that the speed change is related to sprocket pitch, pitch radius and the number of teeth; the speed fluctuation of roller chain is significant, which may cause severe vibration.

(2) According to the calculation results in the collision model, large materials generate as several times force as bulk materials do. Comparing with the result calculated in stable working condition, the impulsive loads from a shovel of materials almost double chain tension.

(3) Through the mechanics model of meshing area, this paper calculated chain tension and the interaction force between rollers and sprocket in meshing area. The results reveal that the initial pressure angle have effects on chain links forces and interaction forces.

(4) The speed fluctuation formula derived in this paper and theoretical analysis in meshing area are verified by simulation. Theoretical results are approximately consistent with the simulation results, which indicate that the formula and theoretical mechanics model is feasible in some extent.

(5) According to multi-body simulation results, the dynamic characteristics of chain drive system with external impulsive load are researched. Simulation results indicate that impulsive loads cause relatively moderate effect on the chain tension of meshing area chain links. However, the effect of impulsive load on chain tension in tight-side chain is significant.
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